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partners. To the extent that the European Commission's services provided input to this 

technical document, such input does not necessarily reflect the views of the European 

Commission and its services or the European Environment Agency. This document is, in parts, 

intended to facilitate the implementation of Directive 2007/2/EC and is not legally binding. 

Any authoritative reading of the law should only be derived from Directive 2007/2/EC itself 

and other applicable legal texts or principles such as the related Implementing Rules. Only 

the Court of Justice of the European Union is competent to authoritatively interpret Union 

legislation. 
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1 Context  

This MIG mini-workshop will follow up on discussions that already took place in the MIG-T meetings 

on the topic of “Harmonised and non-harmonised datasets in INSPIRE”1 and will feed into the work 

of MIWP Action 2.2 “Roadmap for priority-driven implementation” where this issue will be further 

picked up from a policy and legal perspective. Under MIWP Action 2.2 we will work together 

towards a proportionate harmonisation effort in line with the data prioritisation effort that has been 

kicked off under MIWP Action 2.1 “Need-driven data prioritisation”. All this aims to create a clear 

and common understanding of minimal harmonisation efforts and interoperability requirements 

within the boundaries of the current legislative framework.    

2 Problem statement 

Recently, several countries have had the reflex to limit the data and data services they bring into the 

INSPIRE infrastructure to minimize the possible negative impact of as-is data, especially on the 

monitoring indicator on data conformity (DSi2.x), and maximize their measured performance 

through the monitoring indicators. This is an unfortunate development and a trend that the 

Commission would like to turn around. The INSPIRE Directive was not specifically established to 

provide the Commission with environmental data, but to promote as much as possible the sharing of 

environmental data to support the development and implementation of environmental and related 

legislation at all levels of administration. This principle is more relevant than ever in view of the 

common European ambition for a transition to a more sustainable society and in the providing data 

only once. From a usage perspective, the question on how data should be made available 

(harmonised or as-is) depends largely on the quality and the richness of the data made available. E.g. 

if a harmonised INSPIRE address data set is three years old and the as-is address data set is richer 

and updated daily, then preference would go to the higher quality as-is data. In addition, today we 

have at our disposal a rich portfolio of easy to use software tools that can be used to combine 

harmonized, but also as-is data. 

Standing considerations and conclusions from previous discussions in the MIG-T are: 

 Considerations: 

o No transformation services are used, so the harmonized data is a separate data set.  

o In most cases the INSPIRE models are not extended so both the “as is” and the 

harmonized data set are provided through discovery services 

o This negatively affects the monitoring indicator on conformity of datasets (DSi2.x 

family), we never reach 100%, at best approximately 60%  

o The latest M&R 2020 clearly illustrates the negative side-effects of exposing both 

datasets 

 Conclusions:  

o It should be avoided that as-is data is removed just to improve the conformity 

indicator as this goes against the core principles of INSPIRE as an infrastructure that 

facilitates the access to environmental information. This is a wider discussion on the 

level of ambition of the INSPIRE infrastructure and its relationship with national 

infrastructures that should be held in the MIG. 

                                                           

1 See e.g. https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/wikis/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=712606761  

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/wikis/display/InspireMIG/Action+2.2+Roadmap+for+priority-driven+implementation
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/wikis/display/InspireMIG/Action+2.1+Need-driven+data+prioritisation
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/wikis/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=712606761
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o Three viable technical options have been suggested to tackle the negative impact on 

measured performance: 

 1. One metadata record in the national CSW describing both "as-is" and 

INSPIRE harmonize data sets. Available spatial data services would reference 

this single metadata record. 

 2. Two metadata records in the national CSW, one for "as-is" and one for 

INSPIRE harmonized. Available spatial data services would reference the 

relevant metadata record. 

 3. Two metadata records in the national CSW, only one is collected with a 

specific OGC filter during the harvest by the INSPIRE Geoportal. 

 

By law, the data scope of the INSPIRE Directive is not limited by neither the Annexes to the Directive 

nor by the commonly agreed data priorities. Article 4 of the Directive clearly defines the scope of the 

data that has to be brought into the INSPIRE infrastructure. This scope does not differentiate 

between harmonised or as-is data sets. Both have to be provided. Only in case of identical data sets, 

the reference version needs to be kept and the other versions can be omitted. The data 

prioritisation exercise we embarked on three years ago and that was initially based on existing 

regulatory reporting obligation (priority data sets) by no means limits the legal data scope of the 

Directive. It is an instrument to support countries in developing a common and interoperable 

minimal data offering across Member States, driven by existing environmental use cases (i.e. the 

environmental acquis). This instrument will now be gradually extended, in light of the new 

developments of the European Green Deal data space, and the Open Data Directive to also include 

core reference data and high-value data sets under MIWP Action 2.1.   

Following the spirit and the provisions of the INSPIRE Directive, any available digital data in support 

of environmental policy development (on all levels of administration e.g. environmental impact 

assessments, environmental permitting, policy impact assessment ), or related application domains 

(smart mobility, human health, climate adaptation, energy…) that contribute to a transition to a 

more sustainable society and economy should be documented and made accessible to maximize its 

reuse. At the same time, common understanding is that full, by default harmonisation of all this data 

to common models would be disproportional in the absence of clear use cases and seen the varying  

information needs of the different application domains. This principle is also embraced by the new 

MIWP 2021-2024, hence the use-driven data prioritization and prioritisation-driven implementation 

actions.  

3 Objectives of the workshop  

Together with the Member State experts in the MIG, the European Commission is committed to 
exploring feasible pathways towards a proportionate, user-driven implementation within the current 
legal framework. The main question to be addressed and answered to improve a consistent INSPIRE 
implementation and provide the necessary guidance to the implementers is:   

 How to mitigate the negative impact of as-is data on measured implementation 
performance through DSi2.X indicators (data conformity)?  

The outcomes of the workshop will be used to define an agreed approach for the calculation of the 
DSi2.x indicators while ensuring that all available data (harmonized and as-is) are made available 
within the INSPIRE infrastructure. 
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4 Workshop survey 

1. What is your country of origin?  

2. Does the presence of both as-is and harmonized data negatively impact the INSPIRE 

indicator for data conformance (DSi2.x family of indicators) in your country? 

Yes / No 

3. Are you planning on limiting your INSPIRE offering to prioritised data sets only? 

Yes/No 

4. Are you planning on limiting your INSPIRE offering to harmonized data sets only? 

Yes/No 

5. Is a low value for the DSi2.x indicators (conformity of spatial data sets) an important driver 

for limiting your offering? 

Yes/No 

6. Would you make more as-is data available if this data would not be included in a data 

conformity assessment?  

Yes/No 

7. Would you support limiting data harmonisation efforts to clearly identified and prioritised 

as-is data sets (to be further developed under MIWP Actions 2.1 and 2.2)? 

Yes/No  

8. Would you support using the priority data set metadata keyword to select data sets for 

future calculation of DSi2.x indicators? 

Yes/No 

9. Would you support describing as-is and harmonized versions of a spatial data set through a 

single metadata record? 

Yes /No 

10. Are there any other monitoring conformity indicators that clearly have a repercussion on the 

data sets made available and accessible in the INSPIRE infrastructure? 

Yes/No (in case “Yes”, which ones).   

11. INSPIRE metadata already allows to declare conformity to different specifications. Would 

you support the possibility of optionally declaring conformity to all applicable specifications 

in metadata e.g. conformity with: national specifications / INSPIRE theme / EU reporting 

data flow? 

Yes/No 

This survey is accessible on EUSurvey: 
https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/13MIG_Workshop_Harmonised_vs_AsIs 

You are kindly requested to take the survey in preparation of this MIG mini-workshop. To give the 

Commission the opportunity to process the survey results as input for the workshop, we would ask 

you to complete the survey by Wednesday 16 June 12:00.     

5 Workshop organisation (75’) 

(15’) Introduction and presentation of survey results  

(30’) Split into 3 breakout groups to discuss the survey results and proposals for possible solutions 

(20’) Report back from break-out groups + discussion 

(10’) Conclusions  

https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/13MIG_Workshop_Harmonised_vs_AsIs

